Irish is characterized by a process of lenition, by which (among other changes) the coronals t, d, s become h, ', h under certain morphosyntactically determined circumstances. Lenition of coronals is blocked (i.e., t, d, s remain unchanged) after other coronal consonants in certain domains, a phenomenon known as coronal blocking (CB). In a subset of CB domains s changes to t rather than remaining s, a phenomenon known as s-Fortition. In this article, it will be shown that the domain of CB and s-Fortition is the (recursive) prosodic word, as these two processes are found in right-headed as well as left-headed compounds, but not in other (noncompound) leftheaded complex NPs. An optimality-theoretic analysis reveals that CB and s-Fortition are motivated by the same constraint ranking: the phonological requirement that coronal consonants be followed by other coronal consonants is more important than the selection of the morphologically correct mutation grade of a word.
Introduction
Like all Insular Celtic languages, Irish (Christian Brothers 1960; Ó Siadhail 1989; Ní Chiosáin 1991; Doyle 2001 ) is characterized by the phenomenon of initial consonant mutation. 1 This is a phenomenon whereby the initial consonant of a word changes to a di¤erent sound under a wide variety of morphosyntactic conditions. Most analyses of the Celtic mutations (Massam 1983; Lieber 1987; Ní Chiosáin 1991; Ball and Mü ller 1992; Grijzenhout 1995; Kibre 1995; Gnanadesikan 1997; Pyatt 1997) have treated them as phonological rules or processes applying in morphosyntactically determined environments. 2 Green (2006) , on the other hand, argues that the mutations are not part of the phonology at all; rather, mutated and unmutated forms are all listed as input allomorphs, and the correct allomorph is selected in a manner similar to the selection of di¤er-ent case-marked forms.
In this article, I follow the conclusions of Green (2006) , but show that the selection of the morphosyntactically correct mutated form can be overridden in some cases by phonological considerations. In particular, the goal of this article is to analyze exceptional behavior at the contact of two coronals in Irish, where unmutated forms appear in certain circumstances although mutated forms are otherwise expected. It will be shown that a constraint requiring a coronal consonant to be followed by another coronal consonant is responsible for the blocking of lenition at the junction of two coronals (Coronal Blocking) and for the exceptional change of s to t (instead of expected h) in certain environments (s-Fortition) . A second goal is to show that the di¤erence between leftheaded compounds and other head þ modifier constructions in Irish is phonological: compounds consist of a single recursive pword while noncompound constructions consist of multiple pwords.
To the best of my knowledge, the facts discussed in this article have mostly not been previously discussed from the viewpoint of theoretical phonology. Ní Chiosáin (1991) discusses the mechanics of Coronal Blocking, but she does not examine its environment or the situations in which it fails to apply (i.e., cases where coronals do undergo lenition after other coronals). She does not discuss s-Fortition.
The article is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an introduction to the phenomenon of lenition in Irish, showing both its phonological e¤ects and some of its environments. Section 3 shows the kinds of compounding found in Irish and the conditions under which lenition is expected in each kind of compounding. Section 4 discusses the phenomenon of Coronal Blocking, according to which lenition of a coronal is blocked if it is preceded by another coronal; I argue that the domain of this phenomenon is the prosodic word. Section 5 discusses s-Fortition, a process by which the expected lenition of s to h is replaced by a fortition of s to t in environments very similar to those of Coronal Blocking. Section 6 provides an analysis in the framework of Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993) , and Section 7 sums up and concludes the article.
Lenition
Irish has two productive initial consonant mutations, lenition and eclipsis. In this article we will be concerned only with lenition. Orthographically lenition is indicated by the letter 3h4 written after the a¤ected consonant; in the examples in this article, any Irish word whose second letter is 3h4 may be assumed to have undergone lenition. The phonological e¤ects of lenition, stated broadly, are that stops and m become continuants (fricatives or glides), coronal obstruents (t, d, and s) become laryngeal or dorsal (a phenomenon known as ''debuccalization''), and f is deleted. Irish has a persistent phonemic contrast between velarized (so-called ''broad'') and palatalized (so-called ''slender'') consonants; in transcription, broad consonants are left unmarked while slender consonants are indicated by the prime ( 0 ). The e¤ects of lenition in Irish are shown in (1).
(1) Lenition
As mentioned above, the environments in which lenition applies are generally held to be morphosyntactic, not phonological. For example, nouns are lenited after certain proclitics, as shown in (2), but not after others, as shown in (3).
(2) Lenition of nouns after certain proclitics a. peann 'pen' mo pheann 'my pen' b. bró g 'shoe' an bhró g 'the shoe' c. cat 'cat' do chat 'to a cat' (3) No lenition after other proclitics a. peann 'pen' a peann 'her pen' b. bró ige 'shoe (gen.)' na bró ige 'the shoe (gen.)' c. cat 'cat' le cat 'with a cat'
Another environment in which lenition is found is definite nouns and noun phrases used genitivally, as shown in (4).
(4) Lenition of a definite noun or noun phrase used genitivally a. Máire 'Mary' b. bró g [Mháire] 'Mary's shoe' c. sáil [bhró g Mháire] 'the heel of Mary's shoe' Lenition is found on an attributive adjective after a noun that is either (i) feminine singular or (ii) plural and ending in a slender consonant (indicated orthographically by the presence of 3i4 immediately before the consonant or consonant cluster). This pair of conditions will frequently recur in the following discussion, and will henceforth be referred to as ''conditions (i) and (ii)''. Examples are shown in (5).
(5) Lenition of an attributive adjective after a noun that is in either of conditions (i) and (ii) a. Condition (i): Feminine singular bró g fem:sg mhó r 'a large shoe' b. Condition (ii): Plural ending in a slender consonant fir pl mhó ra 'large men'
There is no lenition of an attributive adjective after a masculine singular nominative noun or after a plural noun that does not end in a slender consonant, as shown in (6).
(6) No lenition of an attributive adjective after a noun that is not in either of conditions (i) and (ii) a. fear masc:sg mó r 'a large man' b. bró ga pl mó ra 'large shoes'
There are many other environments of lenition as well; the interested reader is referred to Christian Brothers (1960) for a comprehensive list. Although the majority of analyses of Irish lenition treat it as a basically phonological process applying in a set of morphosyntactic environments (the same being true for analyses of Celtic mutations in general), Green (2006, in preparation) has shown that mutations cannot be part of the phonology of the languages in which they occur. The argument is that the most restricted theory of phonology is one that permits only those processes that can be analyzed as an interaction between universal markedness constraints and faithfulness constraints to be considered part of phonology. Any process that cannot be analyzed in that way is not part of phonology (cf. the Phonological Alternation Principle of Ford et al. 1997 , which states that ''for an alternation to be truly phonological it must be motivated by a well-formedness condition''), and it is both unnecessary and undesirable to assume that all linguistic rules that a¤ect sound structure are necessarily part of a language's phonology (Janda 1987) .
But there are not only methodological reasons for rejecting a phonological analysis of mutations. As Green (2006) shows, phonological analyses do not even succeed in capturing the facts. For example, Gnanadesikan's (1997) Nor can a phonological analysis account for the irregular behavior of certain mutation triggers (e.g., in Irish, numerals that mutate nouns only in the singular but not in the plural, prepositions that mutate only qualified nouns but not unqualified ones or vice versa) or of certain mutation targets (e.g., in Irish, individual lexemes that resist mutation or undergo unexpected mutations in certain environments, or the Old Irish word siur 'sister' in which the lenited form begins with /f/ rather than expected /h/).
Instead, Green (2006) sketches out a morphological analysis by which the mutated forms are separately listed allomorphs that are selected by morphosyntactic environment in much the same way as case-marked nouns are selected to appear in appropriate positions in inflecting languages like German. The regularity of the alternations found in mutations, such as the fact that [d] in radical (unmutated) forms correlates with ['] in lenited forms in Irish, can be captured by means of word formation strategies (Ford et al. 1997) like ''/dX/ radical $ /'X/ lenition '', rather than by suggesting that /d/ in the input of a lexeme sometimes surfaces as ['] in the output.
In addition to the environments listed in (2)-(6), lenition in Irish occurs in nominal compounds, under certain circumstances discussed in the following section.
Compounding in Irish
Irish has two kinds of nominal compound, left-headed and right-headed. Some descriptive grammars, e.g., Christian Brothers (1960) , consider only right-headed compounds to be true compounds, treating left-headed compounds instead as a kind of phrase. But as we shall see in this section, there are di¤erences between head þ modifier phrases and left-headed compounds, so the distinction between the two is justified, and recognized as such by other descriptive grammars such as Doyle (2001) . The uncontroversial right-headed compounds have the following characteristics: the second member is inflected for case and number while the first member remains uninflected; the second member undergoes lenition, no matter what first member is; and the compound is orthographically written as one word. Some examples of right-headed compounds are shown in (7).
genitive singular breischéimeanna nominative plural
The prosodic structure of right-headed compounds may fairly uncontroversially be assumed to involve a recursive prosodic word (pword, symbolized o) dominating two lower pwords, Nespor and Vogel (1986: 122-140) analyze compounds in Hungarian, Italian, and Dutch as containing two pwords, but do not assume a higher recursive pword. The view that the two pwords of a compound are incorporated into a higher pword has been advocated by Booij (1988) , Inkelas (1989) , McHugh (1990) , and McCarthy and Prince (1993a Prince ( , 1993b among others.
The characteristics of left-headed compounds are these: the second member is in the genitive, while the first member is inflected for number only; the second member is lenited only if the first member meets one of conditions (i) and (ii); orthographically a left-headed compound is written as two words. Some examples of left-headed compounds with lenition (because condition (i) or (ii) has been met) are shown in (8), related forms without lenition are shown in (9).
(8) Examples of left-headed compounds with lenition in conditions (i) and (ii) a. Condition (i) bliain fem bhisigh 'leap year' year of-increase b. Condition (ii) éisc mhara 'sea-fish (plural)' fish (pl.) of-sea (9) Examples of left-headed compounds without lenition (conditions (i) and (
Left-headed compounds look very similar to other head þ modifier NPs (noun þ indefinite genitive and noun þ adjective) like those in (10), which also show lenition only under conditions (i) and (ii).
(10) Head þ modifier NPs (noun þ indefinite genitive, noun þ adjective); lenition in conditions (i) and (ii)
Despite the surface similarities between the left-headed compounds in (8) and the noncompound head þ modifier NPs in (10), there are di¤erences between them. In addition to the di¤erences in mutation e¤ects discussed below, the stress pattern of left-headed compounds is di¤erent from that of noncompound head þ modifier NPs. In compounds, the first element receives secondary stress and the second element receives primary stress, while in noncompound NPs, both elements receive equal (primary) stress. A minimal pair can be found in the example ' ceann ' cait 'long-eared owl (Asio otus)' (a left-headed compound) vs. ' ceann ' cait 'head of a cat' (a noncompound NP) (Ó Sé 2000: 52) . This stress di¤erence strongly suggests that the di¤erences between compounds like those in (8) and noncompound head þ modifier NPs like those in (10) can be ascribed to a di¤erence in prosodic structure; specifically, I assume that compounds have a recursive pword, e.g., o ( o (bliain) o (bhisigh)), while noncompound head þ modifier NPs are simple strings of pwords within a phonological phrase (symbolized j), e.g., j ( o (cloch) o (phrátaí)); there is no higher pword connecting the two. A further di¤erence between left-headed compounds and noncompound head þ modifier NPs is found in the behavior of lenition. In compounds but not other complex NPs, lenition is blocked when two coronals come in contact 4 ; moreover, in compounds but not other complex NPs, s undergoes fortition to t rather than lenition to h after n or l in some dialects. The first phenomenon is known as Coronal Blocking and is discussed in Section 4; the second, known as s-Fortition, in Section 5.
Coronal blocking
Coronal Blocking (CB) is the phenomenon in Irish that the coronal consonants t, d, and s fail to undergo lenition at the beginning of a word when the preceding word ends in one of the coronal consonants t, d, s, n, or l. Ní Chiosáin (1991) attributes CB to a rule of coronal fusion, stated in (11), that makes adjacent coronals share a single place node. The resulting structure is then immune to rules causing lenition because of geminate inalterability (Guerssel 1977; Hayes 1986; Schein and Steriade 1986; Inkelas and Cho 1993; Keer 1999; Kirchner 2000) .
(11) Coronal fusion As for the environments in which coronal fusion (and hence CB) applies, Ní Chiosáin (1991: 108) states, ''adjacent heteromorphemic coronal consonants undergo coronal fusion in certain word-formation domains, namely, in compounds and prefixed forms as well as in a clitic domain.'' Some examples of CB applying in environments where lenition would otherwise be expected are shown in (12). In all of these cases we may assume a recursive pword.
(12) Environments of CB where lenition is expected a. Right-headed compound
'the bull' (gen. sg.) 5 the bull-gen In other leniting environments, crucially including noncompound complex NPs, CB is not found; thus lenition is not blocked but applies regularly. We may assume that in these cases there is no recursive pword and that therefore the (recursive) pword is the domain of CB. Examples are shown in (13). If the prosodic structures of (12) and (13) are correct, then the domain of CB is the pword: CB applies (blocking lenition) inside recursive pwords, as shown in (14), while CB is blocked (allowing lenition to apply) between pwords whose next highest level is the phonological phrase, as shown in (15). Recall that the lenition of coronals is manifested by debuccalization, interpreted by Ní Chiosáin (1991) as the delinking of the coronal node. Thus, the fact that left-headed compounds like tonn tuile 'tidal wave' are subject to CB, while noncompound head þ modifier NPs like foireann Dhoire 'the Derry team' are not, is evidence that the two have di¤erent prosodic structures. The compound tonn tuile is parsed into a higher recursive pword, while the noncompound foireann Dhoire is not. The other phenomenon that separates the two is s-Fortition, discussed in the next section.
S-Fortition
S-Fortition is the process by which s becomes t (orthographic 3ts4) after n and sometimes l. S-Fortition occurs only in environments where lenition of noncoronals and CB of t, d would be expected. In the standard language, the only environment of s-Fortition is in leniting environments after the definite article, as illustrated in (16). (16) To sum up, we may conclude that the domain of both CB and s-Fortition is the (recursive) pword. Left-headed compounds like tonn tuile 'tidal wave', bean (t)sí 'banshee', and scoil (t)saothair 'industrial school' have a recursive pword and are thus subject to CB and s-Fortition, while noncompound head þ modifier constructions like foireann Dhoire 'the Derry team', asal Sheáin 'Seán's donkey', maidin shamhraidh 'a summer morning', and bean shaolta 'a worldly woman' have no recursive pword and thus have regular lenition. Having established the facts, we can move on in the next section to an analysis, developed within the framework of Optimality Theory.
6. An OT analysis 6.1. Which mutation grade is the optimal candidate?
Usually a phonological alternation is analyzed in OT as the result of a constraint interaction requiring one allophone to surface in some envi-ronments and another allophone to surface in other environments. For example, the t/d alternation found in German [ra:t/ra:d e s] 'wheel nom./ gen.' is ascribed to a constraint hierarchy forbidding voiced obstruents in coda position but allowing them to surface faithfully in onset position. But Green (2006) argues that the Celtic initial consonant mutations, including Irish lenition, are not phonological processes at all, but rather separate lexical entries selected by subcategorization. Thus the input/ output relationship is not that shown in (19), where the di¤erent outputs are optimal in di¤erent environments, but rather that shown in (20), where the inputs are allomorphs related to each other through their semantics and their phonological similarity.
(19) Incorrect input/output relationship for radical peann and lenited
(20) Correct input/output relationship for radical peann and lenited
The choice between them is made by subcategorization: the proclitic mo 'my', for example, is marked to take the lenition form of the noun it governs. The relationship between the mutation trigger (e.g., mo 'my') and target (e.g., pheann 'pen, lenited') is governed by the constraint Mutation Agreement (MutAgree), which states that trigger and target must agree in their mutation grade. Since the lenited [f 0 a:n] corresponds to input /f 0 a:n/, rather than input /p 0 a:n/, there is no violation of faithfulness (specifically, Ident(cont), requiring an output segment to have the same specification for the feature [continuant] as its input correspondent) when lenition occurs. This is shown by the tableau in (21). Under normal circumstances, MutAgree is su‰cient to determine the mutation grade of the surface form, but when two coronals come in contact within a recursive pword, special considerations come into play, triggering either CB or s-Fortition.
Coronal Blocking
The rule of coronal fusion given in (11) can be restated as an OT markedness constraint Coronal Homorganicity (CorHom), as in (22).
The e¤ect of CorHom in Irish is not immediately apparent since there are a number of words in which coronal consonants are followed by noncoronal consonants, as shown in (23). (23 The data in (23) force us to conclude that CorHom is ranked below Faith(Place) in Irish, so that a noncoronal consonant in the input cannot surface as a coronal in order to meet CorHom.
(24) Faith(Place) X CorHom /olk/ Faith(Place) CorHom
But if two allomorphs are available, as is the case with the mutations, CorHom can force the selection of the homorganic one, because as long as the output is faithful to one of the input allomorphs, there is no violation of faithfulness. In Irish, CorHom outranks MutAgree, so that a coronal-initial allomorph is selected after a coronal rather than the allomorph with the correct mutation. In other words, the mutation is suppressed in order to fulfill CorHom. This is illustrated in (25) for the compound seanduine 'old person': the form sean is marked [þlen] because ordinarily its complement must be lenited (e.g., seanbhean 'old woman'). But if the complement begins with a coronal, then the radical is selected so that CorHom can be fulfilled.
(25) CorHom X MutAgree, from seanduine 'old person'
Faith(Place) CorHom MutAgree
However, where no homorganic allomorph is available, MutAgree decides in favor of the lenited allomorph, as shown in (26) (26) MutAgree decides when CorHom cannot be met, from seanghoimh 'old sore'
As stated in (22), the domain of CorHom is the pword. As a result, a pword-final coronal followed by a pword-initial noncoronal does not engender a violation of CorHom unless the two pwords are incorporated into a recursive pword. This is the case with right-headed and left-headed compounds ((27) and (28) 
The facts of CB, analyzed here as the interaction between CorHom and MutAgree, thus provide evidence that left-headed compounds like tonn tuile contain a recursive pword while noncompound complex NPs like foireann Dhoire do not.
In the next section we analyze s-Fortition, which provides additional evidence for the same conclusion.
S-Fortition
As we saw above in Section 5, s-Fortition is the change of s to t 3ts4 in lenition environments after n and l within a (recursive) pword. Because the t-initial forms occur only in lenition environments, we may assume that they, like h-initial forms, are marked as lenition allomorphs. Thus an s-initial word like sagart 'priest' has not one lenition allomorph in the input, but rather two: /hag e rt/ and /tag e rt/. 7 The t-initial allomorphs occur only after n and l, not after other coronals. Examples are shown in (30).
(30) t-initial lenition forms only after n and l a.
In (30a)-(30b) the t-initial allomorph is selected because it allows both CorHom and MutAgree to be met. . Since the sequences in question always cross a syllable boundary, and since an obvious di¤erence between stops and fricatives is the di¤erence in sonority, we may look to the Syllable Contact Law (Murray and Vennemann 1983; Vennemann 1988) , which requires an onset consonant to be less sonorant than a preceding coda consonant, to provide an answer. Unfortunately, the SCL is violated by both stop þ stop and stop þ fricative sequences, so it cannot decide between [a:rd. 8 Apart from the issue of syllable contact, stops are less marked than fricatives not only in an absolute sense (stops occurring crosslinguistically more frequently than fricatives and being acquired by children earlier than fricatives), but also specifically in syllable onset position (Vennemann 1988 As discussed above, the domain of CorHom is the pword, crucially including the recursive pword. In noncompound complex NPs, i.e., where there is no recursive pword, or where the first word does not end in a coronal, CorHom does not apply. Similarly, CorHom does not apply if the first member of a compound ends in a noncoronal. In these cases, the choice between the h-initial and the t-initial lenition allomorphs is made by the fact that glottals are crosslinguistically less marked than coronals (Lombardi 2002) , stated by the universal constraint ranking *Cor X *h. This is illustrated in the tableaux in (34) 
In this section we have seen how an OT analysis enables us to unify the phenomena of CB and s-Fortition: both processes result from the ranking CorHom X MutAgree, i.e., it is more important to have a coronal consonant followed by another coronal consonant (where one is available) than it is to pick the morphologically correct mutation grade. By restricting the domain of CorHom to the (recursive) prosodic word we see why both CB and s-Fortition apply in compounds, which involve recursive pwords, but neither applies in noncompound complex NPs, which do not involve recursive pwords.
Conclusions
Although the lenition mutation of Irish is not a phonological process, as Green (2006) has shown, and the selection of the lenition allomorph is made on purely morphological grounds, not phonological ones, this selection can be overridden by phonological considerations, specifically the desire for a coronal consonant to be followed by another coronal consonant within the same pword. toniogreen@web.de. 1. This article is an extended version of a portion of a chapter to appear in Green (in preparation). 2. Hannahs (1996) argues that the environment for some instances of mutation in Welsh is prosodic rather than morphosyntactic. 3. That is, fourteen pounds. 4. For reasons that cannot be discussed here (because of space limitations), r is excluded from this generalization; coronals after r undergo lenition in the same way as after noncoronal sounds. 5. The assumption that proclitics are incorporated into a recursive pword contradicts the position of Green (2000) , who argues that proclitics are not incorporated into any pword in Irish. 6. The standard language permits also don sagart, with CB rather than s-Fortition. 'tongs'. 9. In the standard language, where t-initial lenition allomorphs like tsagart appear only after the definite article, the alignment constraint apparently targets the definite article specifically rather than any coronal sonorant. In the dialects with generalized s-Fortition, the target of the alignment constraint has been broadened to that stated here.
